
         
                                                                                       

DRY VEGETABLE MARKET REPORT 
Week of October 29, 2017 

(Note: See end of report for explanation to the color codes) 

Tomatoes 

East   
• Rounds- TN has finished their season while few tomatoes trickle in from other eastern areas 

with very light volume. Demand remains low, therefore FOBs tend to stay depressed. Quality 
has been good recently, despite being the tail end of the crop. As we turn to Quincy & 
Palmetto/Ruskin, crop yields are expected to be low and come and go around the first week of 
November. At this time, quality is expected to be good. Look for prices to begin increasing 
around the first week of November as the western crop declines.   

• Romas- Similar to the rounds, pickings are becoming scarcer, resulting in light yields. 
However, demand is still low, therefore FOBs are staying fairly flat moving into the next week. 
Quality is fair to good. Quincy & Palmetto/Ruskin, yields continue to be lower than normal for 
this time of year. The good news is quality is shaping up and looking better.   

• Grapes- As majority of growers have finished their fall season, the new production areas 
haven’t quite caught up with demand yet. Thus, grapes have increased another few dollars as 
we move into next week. Quality is mostly good.  

• Cherries- Cherry demand remains steady with prices staying firm. There is some price 
variance which can potentially relate to quality issues on the lower price point product.  

West/Mexico  
• Rounds- With only about 7-10 days left in the California season, only about 4 major players 

remain in the game. Each grower expects to be done with their season by the middle of next 
week. Demand and prices both remain low, with a little upward pressure as supply tapers off. 
Expect by middle to end of next week to see pricing push upward a few dollars. MX vine ripes 
are crossing steadily, however, supplies are expecting to tighten up as CA ends and FL is off to 
a rocky start. Quality from the end of the CA crop is generally good considering the pressure 
the crop has been under.  

• Romas- Most growers have finished their summer season and demand is turning to Baja & 
Eastern MX. These areas are experiencing good crop supplies and quality is parring up to be 
pretty good. Some romas are crossing through the TX region and quality from there looks 
strong as well.  

• Grapes- We have reached a very tight market and extreme supply gap as Eastern MX & Baja 
produce very light supplies. Prices are quickly rising by the hour. Expect a $10+ increase. 
Quality, for what is available, is good. Growers have pulled back ALL contracts. 

• Cherries- Continuous light supplies from the region are keeping the cherry market higher than 
usual at a firm and steady price point. Quality is mostly good.  



**FROST ADVISORY ALERT FOR SOME EASTERN AREAS. SEE LOCAL WEATHER UPDATE** 

 Green Bell Pepper 
    East- A little activity in the marketplace as GA experienced some weather the last week. 
However, there is still quite a bit of pepper in the market place, with large size being the hardest to 
come by. Prices are up about $2-4. Quality is weakening and looking only fair to good.  

West- The west is making a transition from the coastal region to the desert, thus strengthening 
price points. The desert is off to a slower start than expected. Look for a price increase of about $4-6 
and some quality issues presenting themselves, especially in the older crops.  

Red Bell Pepper 
West- Steady supplies & demand are resulting in steady FOBs. Quality is fair to good.  

Yellow Squash / Zucchini 
East- Yellow continues to have a little lighter supply versus zucchini due to lighter plantings, 

however, still good supplies available. Quality overall has been good, however, still some reports of 
scarring on yellow. Pricing is steady.  

West- Most supply is coming from the Nogales area at the time. Quality is excellent and prices 
remain unchanged. However, a transition period is in the forecast for mid-November, and while we 
don’t anticipate a supply gap, there could be some activity in regards to price points at that time.   

Cucumbers 
East- Price points moving up just a couple of dollars as weather in GA has affected supply. 

Quality varies in the GA area from shipper to shipper. Most issues are in the form of shorter shelf life.   
West- With Nogales being the primary area, supplies are a little lighter than usual. This is 

driving prices up about $4+. Some cucumbers are trickling in from Baja, however there is not enough 
supply right now to cover the demand. Quality from both areas is great.   
  
Eggplant 

East- Less supply is driving pricing up anywhere from $3-6 as NC & SC start to taper off. 
Quality overall is good, however, some reports of disease in GA are showing some brown calyx.  

West- Supplies are improving from the desert as Fresno wraps up. FOBs are staying flat and 
firm through the transition period. Look for Nogales to begin in mid-November for relief. Quality is 
good at this time.  

Jalapenos 
East- GA is harvesting a good and steady crop. Prices have fallen back down slightly and 

leveled off. Quality continues to look good.  
West- Baja supplies are improving, but not where they need to be. Prices remain a little higher 

than usual but are steady week over week. Quality from Baja is excellent. Relief is expected in about 
7-10 days once Sonora gets fired up with Sinaloa to follow shortly after.  

Beans 
East- FOBs are still extremely high and will continue to rise for the next 2-3 weeks. GA 

continues to produce poor quality product. Supplies will be touch and go until Plant City, FL begins 
around the 12th of November.   

West- Brentwood being the primary supplier does not have enough supply to cover needs. The 
desert was delayed and is now expected to being on or around 11/1. In addition, mainland MX had a 
quick heat spell, which could affect the crop coming on board 11/10. This could pose hazard on future 
quality for around the Thanksgiving holiday.  



• Eastern Growing Region(s) Weather Forecast: 
                 

       

• Western Growing Region(s) Weather Forecast:     

          

Code to Color Alerts: 

 Market generally with-in normal ranges and steady from last week for both pricing and quality.  Any price changes 
can be expected to be $2.50 or less with no major changes in quality.  Also, no change in the growing region(s) and no 
news that could drastically affect pricing in the future.  

 Some news included concerning the market that may indicate a moderate change in pricing and/or quality. FOB 
pricing is generally up or down between $2.50 and $5.00 from the previous week.  It will also be used to indicate news 
that may have a drastic impact on the price, quality and/or availability in future weeks (versus the following week).  Finally, 
this color will also be used to indicate a commodity that continues to be outside the normal range as far as price, quality 
and/or availability. 

 News included that indicates a major change in the market from the previous week as far as pricing, quality and/
or availability. May see price changes, up or down, in excess of $5.00 per case.  This color will only be used to indicate a 
major change from the previous week.    

Important note:  This market report is only a snapshot of the various commodity markets as of the morning of the date of 
the report.  When we expect a trend to develop, we will express that expectation.  However, commodity markets are 
subject to actual supply and demand levels and can change quickly due to weather and other unforeseen factors.  
Therefore, please be aware that markets may change from the time this report is published and the time prices are set for 
the following week.  If such changes are dramatic, we will publish a revised market report.


